
 

Zipper Bag Packing Machine 
 

 
 
The zipper bag packing machine fill and seal pre-made pouches in automatic process and it is 
much efficient packing machine. It is suit for grains, powders, and liquid products. Specially 
designed and developed for packaging food products, such as nuts, candies, cereal mix, 
condiments, coffee powder, paste, liquids, cheese powder etc. 
 
The zipper bag packing machine is easy to operate, this machine individually collects each pouch. 
The pouches are then rotated to the fill area where the pouch is opened and placed in a filling 
position. It has an optional zipper opening device for pre-made bags with zippers. After opening, 
the product enters the chute where the pouch is being opened below. The next is the packing 
machine finish a series of process: filling, sealing zipper bag, date coding, output conveying etc. 
 
Main Features 
 
1. The zipper bag packing machine is compact size, less weight; 
2. Automatic checking function: no pouch or pouch open error, the machine will not fill or seal. The 
packing bag can be used again, avoid wasting packing materials and raw materials. 
3. Product or packing bag contact parts adopt stainless steel or other materials which accord with 
the food hygienic requirements, guarantee hygiene and security of the food. 
4. With different weighing and filling feeders changed to pack solid, liquid, thick liquid, powder and 
so on. 
5. The machine is configured with Siemens Brand touch screen, Chinese / English language 
operation interface for consumer option; 
6. The zipper bag packing machine is suit for various width zipper bag, consumer input parameter 
on touch screen and machine will adjust automatic. 
 
 
 



Machine parameter 
 

Weighing capacity 20-2000g 

Weighing accuracy ≥99.5% 

Bag width 10-20cm 

Bag length 15-30cm 

Packing speed 10-40 bags/min 

Machine material Stainless steel 304 

Power supply 4.4kW AC380V(3-Phase power) 

Compressed air supply 0.6-0.8 MPa 

 


